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‘A chain of invincible reasoning’? 
Isaac Newton’s Writing Practices in the New College Manuscripts 
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That said, it is the recycled paper which remains the most visually striking feature of these 
manuscripts. Frank Manuel’s 1963 assessment still applies: 
 

The chance juxtaposition of ideas is delightfully surrealistic . . . The subjects run into 
each other, and one must be wary lest Chiron the Centaur appear as a worker at the 
Mint for whom a raise (delayed sixty years) is being requested by the new Master.8  

 
For Manuel, this was a reason to focus on more complete manuscripts elsewhere. It is only recently 
that scholars are returning to the challenge of these papers, bolstered by digitisation efforts such 
as the Newton Project, which have provided transcripts of much needed clarity.9 This eclecticism 
is not consistent across the four volumes. 
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rare for Newton to complete drafts to his satisfaction, and there is evidence that he hedged against 
disruptive habits, such as his tendency to get easily distracted when copying out drafts: he used a 
series of dashes to mark out paragraphs and pages which should be transposed in from other 
papers, creating a ‘chain’ of statements strung together from separate papers (361/2, f. 18r). 
 

 
 

Chain of statements, New College Library, Oxford, MS 361/2, f. 18r 

 
When he came to assemble these ‘chains’ into full drafts in his folio booklets, Newton 

sought to emulate the mis-en-page of an academic publication, with a wide outer margin providing 
space for references and notes. As his work reached this stage, Newton was thinking about how 
to present it as a work of erudite learning, and about how it would look to be published, scribally 
or otherwise. The verso pages were left blank: in clean copies, this channels the conspicuous 
prestige attached to empty space, but it also granted Newton significant flexibility as a writer. These 
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Neither the original invitation nor the middle note on the Trial of the Pyx mentions the year in 
which they were written, but they should be datable to external events. This is easy enough in the 
latter example: as is often the case for the drafts of Newton’s Mint letters, a clean copy survives at 
the National Archives, and this letter is dated ‘Mint Office Iune 18th 1724’.13 The notes about 
Arabian history above the Mint draft must therefore have been made before this date. 

The invitation to the meeting of the commissioners will provide the earliest date for this 
document (the rebuilding of St Pauls continued beyond 1724), but its author only noted the day, 
not the year, issuing it for ‘Tuesday next being the 18th day of this Inst: October . . . att 10 of the 
Clock’. However, the only nearby year on which 18 October fell on a Tuesday with the Julian 
calendar was 1720. This means that Newton received the invitation between Tuesday 11 and 
Monday 17 October 1720. At some point over the next four years he used it to write a note on the 
river Ammon. Then, immediately beneath that sometime around the 18 June 1724, he drafted his 
letter to the Treasury. At another unclear later point, he recycled the scrap for maths.  

This piece of ephemera had a surprisingly long shelf-life, and this begs further questions. 
Did Newton keep hold of the invitation only because he had already used it, say at the end of 1720, 
to write his note about the river Ammon, and it then proved handy several years later? Or was the 
invitation lying about unused for several years until he finally seized on it? Either answer would 
indicate a very different attitude towards ephemera, and how Newton organized his papers. It also 
raises wider problems for any attempt to use the letters to reliably date Newton’s notes. If several 
years could elapse between the initial invitation and one of the notes on the back of it, and 
especially on a true piece of ephemera which would usually be thrown away, how are we to gauge 
the possible distances in time between letters (say, concerning more important matters such as 
financial or legal affairs) and the notes written on them? All considered, it is probable that Newton 
made the chronological note relatively soon after receiving the invitation, and kept it as a result. 
However, we must still ask why he then used it four years later to draft a Mint letter: where was it 
being kept, and how did it come to hand? Why was he referring back to it around that time? 
 

NEWTON’S ‘POETICAL FICTIONS’ 
 
A process of extreme revision characters the personal and Mint papers as well as Newton’s 
historical research. However, in the vast majority of these cases Newton’s corrections did not 
redirect an argument, introduce radically new evidence, or change his conclusions: instead, he 
feverishly reworked the expression of ideas which remained relatively stable—or rather, which 
developed at a much slower pace. 

Several reasons encouraged Newton to be careful about expression. Despite his personal 
distain for publication and controversy, he was writing for an academic field which had a 
reputation, even by early modern standards, for extreme toxicity. The doyen of early seventeenth-
century chronology, Joseph Scaliger, was notorious for his pettiness—‘Renowned Scaliger, in the 
worlds Eye, / Was the Refiner of Chronologie . . . The Man / That will correct the Manners; finde 
who can’—and set the standard for his successors in the field.14 Pedantic disputes easily boiled 
over into exactly the sort of sustained and heated arguments that Newton claimed to despise. In 
addition, Newton wrote his chronology in English. It therefore had a wide potential readership in 
the vernacular who could be influenced by its radical claims: claims which were ultimately written 
for the improvement of biblical exegesis. Explaining his reasoning correctly was imperative for his 
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communicate information. His obsessive focus on his chronological inquiries, in which he 
identified the weakness of writing as a key factor obscuring the retrieval of accurate data about the 
past, ensured that this distrust remained at the forefront of his thinking throughout his London 
residence. Newton foregrounded this problem at the opening of his Short Chronicle: ‘The Greek 
Antiquities are full of Poetical fictions because they wrote nothing in Prose before the conquest 
of Asia by Cyrus’ (361/1, f. 8r), and his notes continually return to the problem of ‘feigning’ and 
forgery in the ancient histories of all nations. Newton believed in two universal constants which 
his chronological research was based on, and which applied to all human communities. First, that 
communities will seek to exaggerate the length of their existence, usually by artfully manipulating 
existing records: ‘the Priests of Egypt . . . corrupted their antiquities’ (361/2, f. 85r) and ‘multiplied 
the names [of Kings] by corruption or fiction’ (361/2, f. 178r). Second, that communities and 
‘\whole/ Cities Deified & worshipped their dead Kings & Heros’ (362/1, f. 188r), eventually 
forgetting their mortal origins. Note that in both cases Newton believed original, true information 
had been corrupted and mixed with ‘fiction’, but that these stories were not plucked from thin air. 
This meant that a capable scholar could reverse engineer ancient mythology and king lists to still 
arrive at the truth. Years trying to extract nuggets of historical information from such sources 
(including the poetry of Homer and Hesiod) meant that Newton was highly conscious of the 
potential for language to embed all sorts of suggestions.  

This sensitivity to language is evident in Newton’s wider papers. In draft memos written 
for the Mint we can see him recognize how it could simultaneously endanger and protect him. In 
one of these papers Newton proposed the design of a medal to commemorate Queen Anne’s 
Bounty, her 1704 redistribution of the first fruits and tenths to the struggling lower clergy. These 
proposals were dated to November 1704, a highly politically sensitive time for medal making. 
Joseph Hone has recently shown the pressure Newton’s office came under when making military 
medals following the distribution of a controversial medal commemorating the surrender of Bon, 
Huy, and Limburg (1704). It remains to be recognised how this controversy extended to domestic 
medals. The controversial medal portrayed a crowned female supplicant surrendering the keys of 
the three cities to a male rider, with the motto ‘SINE. CLADE. VICTOR’ [a conqueror without 
slaughter]. This was modelled on a French medal of 1694, but caused a storm when commentators 
identified the rider as the Duke of Marlborough, and the medal as an intolerable usurpation of 
royal iconography. One writer complained that ‘we now Dearly want [a General] who did not use 
to return from the War Sine Clade Victor, and then Ride in Triumph over his Queen on a Medal’.15 
Hone identifies this as a watershed moment, where ‘medal designs moved away from the emblems 
and symbols’ to ‘unambiguous’ battle scenes, and with ‘increased ministerial supervision’ of medal 
production.16 Rather than restrict his work, this was a system which actually empowered Newton 
to work more closely with ministers such as Robert Harley. Nonetheless, the recent controversy 
showed how dangerously politicised medals could become, and how much they might be the 
subject of public debate.  

This lingering tension is evident in Newton’s draft for the Bounty medal. As well as this 
heavily revised draft, a clean copy exists among the Mint papers at the National Archives, and thus 
allows us to identify what changes were carried forward.17 Newton was writing with a design in 
mind, ‘Since designs for a Medals having been communicated to yor Lordp by others I humby beg 
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away from symbolic representations over 1704, and Newton sought to conform to government 
anxieties about metaphor.18 In this case he clearly struggled to find
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astronomical draft. Newton revised his work to provide better evidence in support of conclusions 
which, as early drafts show, he already believed to be already self-justifying. 

Labree was known to Newton as a counterfeiter, and had been in and out of the Old Bailey 
over the decade before 1705. Having been caught in a room full of coiners tools she was 
immediately found guilty in 1697 and 1700, but she managed to escape the statutory death sentence 
for high treason, pleading her belly in the first instance, and securing a pardon in the second, ‘on 
condition to Transport her self out of the Queen’s Dominions, and never to return’.20 There was 
a deep reticence to execute female counterfeiters, given the sentence for female traitors—
counterfeiters by usurping royal rights were considered treasonous—was to be burned to death. 
Even when she was caught again in 1704 she appears to have escaped.  

However Labree’s luck ran out in Spring 1705 during the case involving William Hagley. 
Hagley had been examining another woman, Elizabeth Lucas, who had been jailed on suspicion 
of stealing silver plate from the household of his boss, Secretary Harley. During the interview with 
Lucas she ‘took out of he [sic] pocket a Counterfeit Sixpence and some time after a Counterfeit 
halfe Crown out of her Bosom’ (MINT 15/17/509), and confessed to receiving counterfeit money 
from Labree, ‘& said that Ms Bayly [Labree’s alias] made y
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This time Labree was unable to have her sentence commuted, and was executed very soon after 
her petition. The credibility question about Lucas nonetheless continued after Labree’s death, and 
was noted by the London press, albeit as a source of amusement:  
 

The Town having heard sufficiently of the Burning of Cecilia Labree last Week, for 
Coyning, we have but one Remarkable piece of News to tell, as an Addenda to it; and 
that is, That whilst she was Consuming in the Flames, the main Euidence that Swore 
against her in Court, was surprized and Committed to Newgate, for the same Fact.22 

 
Newton’s draft shows that he was thinking deeply about the nature of evidence and credibility. It 
also reveals that in his own thinking, expressed and then corrected as he drafted, he was willing to 
make assumptions and leaps of judgement which he knew were untenable for others. He therefore 
integrated such conclusions with more acceptable evidence.  

This is significant, as the same behaviour appears in Newton’s chronological research. The 
draft which overwrote this one had to deal with similar challenges. The problem was one of 
marshalling evidence to pinpoint the dates at which astronomical measurements were taken during 
the ancient world, and to convincingly argue that Newton’s generous interpretation of how 
precisely one could pinpoint these dates was viable. Newton needed this to be possible for the 
astronomical calculations underlying his chronology to hold up. He therefore drafted that the 
ancient astronomers: 

Meton & Euctemon observed the summer solstice in the year of Nabonassar 316 on ye 
21th day of Phamenoth in the morning, that is in ye year of ye Iulian Period 4282 Iune 
27th about six in ye morning as Petavius collects out of Ptolemy (361/2,
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